2001 pathfinder

With plenty of power, off-road capability and luxury, this is one of the best midsize SUVs
available. Nissan's hardy Pathfinder has always been our vehicle of choice for seeking a new
path to the premium outlet center. Though the exterior may exude that tough-guy outdoorsy
image, the interior has always been comfortable enough for the dilettante woodsman who
doesn't like to get his nails too dirty. Though the old 3. So revel, all you who seek liberation
from urban ennui -- the Pathfinder is finally energized by a stouter V6, based on the Maxima
sedan's stellar powerplant. When mated to a five-speed manual transmission, the 3. Matching it
to an automatic tranny will usurp 10 ponies but add 25 foot-pounds of twist, still ample power to
haul plenty of equipment and go mountain climbing, as well as merge onto freeways without
fear. The Pathfinder comes with rear-wheel or part-time four-wheel drive, the latter of which
provides a shift-on-the-fly transfer case that can be engaged at speeds up to 50 mph. On LE
models, an automatic All-Mode four-wheel-drive system can be specified for , giving you one
more reason to skip paying the extra tariff the Infiniti QX4 commands. We've long admired the
Pathfinder for its excellent ride and handling, further enhanced by solid unibody construction.
The interior, one of the friendliest of any SUV on the market, is spruced up for with an updated
instrument panel. A new dual level center console with a padded armrest and volt power source
will organize all your gewgaws. You can choose from three trim levels -- the XE, which comes
with standard power windows, mirrors and locks, and a security system for the model year; the
sporty SE, which gives you a choice of automatic or manual transmission along with sporty
trim; and the top-of-the-line LE, which includes foglights, Bose audio system and fake wood
accents. Side airbags can be ordered as long as they are contained in leather-wrapped seating,
which is available only on the SE and LE. Those same models, when power is transferred to the
drive wheels via an automatic transmission, can be equipped with a mobile entertainment
system, which includes a 6. A "Birdview" navigation system, shared with the Infiniti QX4, is also
available, but we don't recommend it. While the "Birdview" perspective is interesting, teensy,
tiny, little, itty-bitty buttons control the thing, along with some of the climate control functions.
Get a map. Items that remain static from last year include a substantial maximum cargo carrying
capacity of 85 cubic feet surprising for what appears to be a relatively small vehicle. Some of
this space, in our humble opinion, should have been used to alleviate the still-cramped rear
accommodations. Despite a few quibbles, we're thrilled that Nissan finally rectified the
Pathfinder's main problem: horsepower. With this updated competitive package, we're betting
fat rebates and dealer incentives have gone the way of the dodo. The last time we rolled up
some seat time in a Nissan Pathfinder, we weren't exactly enamored with the power and
performance of the Japanese automaker's flagship SUV. Despite freshened sheetmetal, tweaked
running gear and a longer list of standard equipment for the model year, we had a hard time
looking beyond its weak and noisy V6 and less-than-luxo cabin finish and functionality. Perhaps
the biggest question hanging over the Pathfinder has been -- Why? Why bother trying to update
its aging platform in an attempt to keep pace with bigger, more modern competitors? Heck,
even Nissan's own Xterra is clearly a better thought-out package. And that fact hasn't been lost
on Nissan SUV buyers, either -- who until now have needed big incentives to keep Pathfinder
sales afloat, all while the Xterra has been enjoying sell-'em-as-fast-as-they're-built popularity.
Company marketers tell us that while the incentives were costly, the fact remains that
Pathfinder has just come off its best sales year ever. And they expect the '01 model to do even
better -- and without any incentives this time around. They're quite confident that the 's powerful
new engine and updated interior will keep it in the SUV fray until a replacement debuts. Nissan
insiders tell us that the current-generation Pathfinder, which debuted in and got an exterior
freshening for It's no secret that Nissan is developing a full-size pickup for the North American
market. Even Nissan COO Carlos Ghosn has said, on the record, that such an entry would
provide a logical platform from which to spin off a full-size SUV -- one that we think is likely to
come along in the next few years bearing the Pathfinder name. But with sport-utility vehicles of
all types and sizes still leading the sales surge, Nissan knows it needs product right now -- the
more the merrier. And it figures it sure won't hurt if one of its new entries finds itself ahead of
the pack in at least one important truck category: horsepower. First revealed back in January at
the North American International Auto Show in Detroit, the Pathfinder boasts an all-new,
class-leading, horsepower V6 engine, not to mention a restyled interior with a new instrument
panel and center console, and more power and convenience features as standard equipment.
But could these improvements possibly be enough to sweeten the otherwise bad taste that the
model had left in our mouths? To find out, we took advantage of the chance to test out the new
Pathfinder well before it began arriving in dealer showrooms in March. To help less-seasoned
auto journalists calibrate their buttocks to the newfound power in the Pathfinder, the automaker
also brought along the model for head-to-head comparisons. The two versions may look alike
from the outside, but the difference in the fun-to-drive factor between them is like night and day.

It packs horsepower and foot-pounds of torque when equipped with the five-speed manual
transmission SE only. If you prefer your shifting done by an electronically controlled four-speed
automatic transmission with overdrive standard on XE and LE, optional on SE , the engine
makes horses and foot-pounds of torque. That's a percent increase over the 's hp 3. Pathfinder
now has more horsepower than the largest engines available in the Ford Explorer, the Jeep
Grand Cherokee, Toyota 4Runner, and Lexus SUVs -- more power even than many V8s available
in competitors' compact sport utilities. The secret is in advanced engine systems borrowed
from the award-winning 3. In keeping with the engine's new "Maxima DNA" philosophy and
Pathfinder's premium equipment positioning, the new engine also benefits from more than
improvements designed to reduce levels of noise, vibration and harshness NVH. Chief among
them, liquid-filled front and double-cushion rear engine mounts now help isolate engine
vibrations from the cabin. Underneath, the Pathfinder remains essentially unchanged, with its
MonoFrame design combining the body, floor and frame into a single, rigid structure instead of
separate pieces bolted together , its shift-on-the-fly, lever-operated transfer case still no
push-button , and suspension layout mating a five-link rear setup with independent struts up
front. Aluminum alloy inch wheels with separate designs for each model are standard on every
Pathfinder, along with mud-and-snow-rated steel-belted radials. All models have standard
power-assisted rack-and-pinion steering and four-wheel antilock brakes. Our initial test drive
quickly revealed that the Pathfinder is a much more willing and spirited machine, thanks to its
newfound power. While maximum horsepower doesn't arrive until WAY up at rpm this engine's
redline , the kick in the seat of your pants - or the engine's torque - is delivered in a fairly wide
band down near its peak of revs. The combination of the motor's improved smoothness and a
quieter drivetrain enhances the perception of overall mechanical quality. We sampled both
automatic and manual transmission models and, while we'll admit a fondness for the stick-shift
SE, that's not to say we felt cheated when driving the improved auto box. Shifts are much
quieter and smoother than last year's version, and internal gearing and shift points felt well
suited to most driving situations that we encountered. Inside, the new Pathfinder gets a
completely restyled instrument stack and center console, plus an available Bose audio system
with an in-dash six-disc CD changer and available memory driver's seat. The most commonly
used controls are now in the driver's field of vision, and switches are varied in size and shape to
ensure that they will be recognized by touch. A white instrument meter cluster titanium-colored
on SE offers clear gauge readability day or night. Four-way adjustable front buckets use
higher-density foam on the sides to prevent sliding in the seats and a low-density foam center
for comfort. Between the seats is a new dual-level center console with padded armrest and
built-in volt power source. On either side are large door pockets, and the front passenger seat
features a back pocket to collect rear-seat clutter. Several option packages are offered for to
custom-tailor features to your needs. But the XE model adds a long list of standard equipment
that was previously available only as part of an option deal. This includes power windows,
heated mirrors and locks, remote keyless entry and vehicle security system, rear cargo area
cover, leather-wrapped steering wheel and rear convenience net. The sporty SE now comes
standard with halogen fog lights, rear wind deflector, steering-wheel-mounted audio controls
and the CD unit. To help distinguish the model on the outside, body-colored bumpers have been
added, as well as a special "3. But the best news is that the horsepower increase and additional
equipment carries no price penalty. Despite our preference for the Xterra, we'll admit that the
Pathfinder has good seats up front and a deceptively large cargo area 85 cubic feet with the rear
seats folded. While rear-seat comfort and legroom is not up to par with newer platforms, at least
the Pathfinder's underpinnings deliver a taut ride and car-like handling, as well as strong brakes
and decent steering. We'll also admit to being somewhat surprised at just how much the
improved NVH and additional overall performance have changed the Pathfinder's personality.
Nissan says the 4WD model with automatic transmission is better than two full seconds faster
from mph than last year's truck. And nobody we know complains about having too much power.
Until then, we're not sure that more power and refinement alone will keep the new Pathfinder
high on SUV buyers' shopping list. On the other hand, it can't hurt. Doing so could save you
hundreds or thousands of dollars. Edmunds also provides consumer-driven dealership sales
and service reviews to help you make informed decisions about what cars to buy and where to
buy them. Simply research the type of car you're interested in and then select a used car from
our massive database to find cheap prew-owned vehicles for sale near you. Once you have
identified a used vehicle you're interested in, check the AutoCheck vehicle history reports, read
dealer reviews, and find out what other owners paid for the Used Nissan Pathfinder. Is it better
to lease or buy a car? Ask most people and they'll probably tell you that car buying is the way to
go. And from a financial perspective, it's true, provided you're willing to make higher monthly
payments, pay off the loan in full and keep the car for a few years. Leasing, on the other hand,

can be a less expensive option on a month-to-month basis. It's also good if you're someone
who likes to drive a new car every three years or so. Check out Nissan lease specials Check out
Nissan Pathfinder lease specials. Popular searches. My notifications My Account. Review
Features Save. View Photos. Appraise this car. Tight rear seat, high price tag, cheap interior
bits. Other years. List Price Estimate. ZIP Code. See all for sale. Edmunds' Expert Review.
Vehicle overview. A long overdue horsepower V6 engine debuts for , making Pathfinder the
most powerful SUV in its class. An interior freshening and more standard goodies, as well as
snazzy options like an in-dash navigation system and an entertainment system for rear-seat
occupants, are new for Read more. Write a review See all reviews. I got this car from my parents
for graduation. It's lovely. Drives like a dream and I've put this thing in places any other vehicle
would have been stuck and it's pushed through and gotten out with no problem at all. About two
years ago I got hit at roughly mph from behind. The car still drives like a dream and you can't
tell anything bad happened to it. It's the most reliable car I'd ever heard of. My only complaint?
The rising gas prices. Read less. Yeah, that's my main goal for buying this car after reading all
review from other cars. I was lucky after find out that the first owner already took care of the car
in the best shape with everything check. I took it to my local mechanic and after 10 min, he told
me just put on gas, change oil from time to time and i'm all set to go for a long time. The car tow
my Boston Whaler lbs like nothing behind, unbelievable. The mileage is about 15 mpg but I
don't drive it often so I'm OK. The CD is no longer work but everything work fine, the leather
after 14 years are still OK, much better than my Nissan Maxima. I feel very safe when driving
this car. Overall handling is very nice except the gas millage the big draw back, but you pay for
the power. I will keep this car for a long time because I don't see the need for another SUV. We
have owned three pathfinders over the years. Only thing iv had to replace other than normal
maintenance was the MAF sensor. Hint replace with Maxima its cheaper. I made the right
choice. I keep hearing about how cramped the backsteat is and.. OK a little smaller than most
but unless you are over 6'5" lb it is fine. See all reviews of the Used Nissan Pathfinder. Write a
review. Frontal Barrier Crash Rating. Dynamic Test Result No Tip. Risk Of Rollover Not Rated.
See full safety scores. People who viewed this also viewed 4 average Rating out of 21 reviews.
Sponsored cars related to the Pathfinder. Sign Up. Make Model Year. Price and Payment.
Vehicle History. Engine and Drivetrain. Vehicle Listing Details. Best of all the price you see is
the price you pay. No haggling. No back and forth. No pressure. And this price is so good it is
guaranteed. Subject to certain terms and conditions. See store for details. Some restrictions
apply. On almost any road condition, this Nissan Pathfinder SE offers solid performance,
reliability, and comfort. This 4WD-equipped vehicle will handle beautifully on any terrain and in
any weather condition your may find yourself in. The benefits of driving a 4 wheel drive vehicle,
such as this Nissan Pathfinder SE, include superior traction and stability. Disinfectant methods
or claims should not be deemed to state or imply these products can eliminate or prevent
transmission of any virus, illness or disease. We are a 'Best Price Store' and our consultants are
not paid commission. We want you enjoy our no haggle, no hassle and no pressure buying
experience. Recent Arrival! Drive a Little, Save a Lot! This Nissan Pathfinder is equipped with
luxury car-level features. Just minutes away! We will pay the most for your trade -- And help you
with easy financing and easy terms -- visit us today. We will also buy your car or truck even if
you don't buy from us -- easy no hassle experience. Why should you choose an Auto Ranch
Dealership? We provide a totally hassle-free purchase experience that's completely transparent,
with no games or gimmicks. Our pre-discounted guaranteed Best Prices are posted on every
vehicle and on the Internet, so everyone gets a great deal! Smart shoppers find our prices are
better than any other retailer around. In fact, each month, people come from all around the
Western United States to make their car or truck purchase at the Auto Ranch. That's how we've
grown to be among the largest local dealer groups in the area. We are proud to announce a
brand new location in Fruitland, Idaho. Or see all of our stores at Description: Used Nissan
Pathfinder This fun to drive vehicle is V6 3. Come on down to our N Freeway, Pueblo location
today to test drive and make an offer on your next vehicle. We are family owned and operated
business for over 25 years with multiple locations across Colorado. Let's help you with your
next vehicle purchase. Vehicle is at our Pueblo Location If you're looking for a well maintained
pre-owned Nissan Pathfinder for your personal or business use, look no further! You'll find our
inventory of competitively priced trucks and vans can accommodate any business from
painters to pool companies! Below you'll find a list of features included with this vehicle
specifically. Vehicle OptionsV6, 3. Same day registration including new NYS plates, plate
transfers, as well as out-of-state transit permits all done at the time of purchase. Please Contact
Shane at to schedule a viewing appointment. Vehicles are all sold 'turn key' ready to drive. Our
full service in-house repair shop runs every vehicle through a comprehensive point mechanical
inspection. VISIT We offer FREE local no-contact delivery. Hablamos un poco Espanol. Come to

Call us at For help with any of our departments. It is equipped with a Automatic transmission.
The vehicle is Avalanche with a Desert Cloth interior. It is offered As-Is, extended warranty is
available. Our team strives to make your next vehicle purchase hassle free. The interior and
exterior are in good condition. Your safety is our Top Priority. We are constantly sanitizing our
vehicles, offices, showroom, etc. Our delivery drivers will sanitize the vehicle before taking it to
you. If you require additional safeguards, please reach out to our team. Take the whole crew
along with third row seating. Trust this dependable vehicle to get you there! Carfax Certified!
New rubber all around! Buy with confidence - local trade in. Spotless, inside and out! Rest
assured with this purchase. It has been given the seal of approval by our Service Department.
We have financing options available for everyone! From perfect credit at the lowest possible
interest rate, to second chance, no credit check, and buy here-pay here financing! Call or text
This Pathfinder is located at Victory Ford in Dyersville! Other features include: 12 Cargo area
tie-down hooks, 4 volt DC pwr outlets, 8 cup holders, 17' 7-spoke aluminum-alloy wheels, With
questions please call or email us or just stop by for a test drive. All of our vehicles pass safety
and mechanical inspection prior to sale! We offer a free Carfax report with every vehicle that we
sell, free airport pick-ups for out of state buyers, Financing with low rates for pre-approval
please visit It is offered with a Service Contract available. Fresh rubber for that road-hugging
feel! Smoke free vehicle! Never smoked in! Immaculate condition, inside and out. Duval
Wholesale to Public - our way of selling higher mileage or older vehicles and passing the
savings on to you! Call us today at or visit us on the web at Popular searches. My notifications
My Account. Save Search. Enter your ZIP code to show only relevant vehicles for sale nearby.
Search radius. Home delivery available. Only show local listings. Year s. Price and Payment
Loan Price. Engine and Drivetrain Transmission Automatic 4, Engine Type Gas 4, Hybrid 4.
Cylinders 6 cylinders 4, 4 cylinders 4 8 cylinders 3. Fuel Economy. Vehicle Listing Details
Recently added listings. Listings with recent price drops. New Listing. No accidents. Price Drop.
Check Availability. Showing 1 - 18 out of 4, listings. Overall Consumer Rating. I got this car from
my parents for graduation. It's lovely. Drives like a dream and I've put this thing in places any
other vehicle would have been stuck and it's pushed through and gotten out with no problem at
all. About two years ago I got hit at roughly mph from behind. The car still drives like a dream
and you can't tell anything bad happened to it. It's the most reliable car I'd ever heard of. My
only complaint? The rising gas prices. Read more. Read less. Sign Up. A majority of all used US
imports have either been in accidents, been stolen, been flooded, salvaged and rebuilt and
shipped to Europe or are subject to open recalls. For 30 years, CARFAX has been collecting
data on US vehicles from thousands of sources and has helped millions of used car shoppers
reduce their risk of getting stuck with a vehicle that has costly hidden problems. For more than
30 years, CARFAX has been helping millions of used car shoppers make better purchase
decisions and avoid expensive hidden problems. In addition, CARFAX has helped used car
dealers around the world to build trust with their customers and sell their American cars with
confidence. With more than 14 billion records, CARFAX has built up its database with the help
of its partners and sources, including government offices, law enforcement agencies, service
and repair shops, car dealerships, insurance companies and many more. In addition to publicly
available information, CARFAX has collected information from many independent reliable
sources. Thanks for the service, the price was absolutely worth. Immediately to the Internet,
paid with credit card and in 10 minutes I ha
ford 49 turbo
2014 nissan maxima alternator
trailblazer tailgate parts diagram
d the report. Vehicle imported from California to Lithuania. For some weeks "Babs" is now with
us and we have a lot of fun with the car. Buying Used American Cars? Search by VIN. Instant
Access. We offer you unique vehicle history to help you make better purchase decisions.
Trusted by millions of users. Worldwide market leader. The most popular blog articles How to
detect mileage rollback? Mileage rollback is one of the most occurring types of fraud in the
selling process of used cars. However, there are ways to detect mileage fraud. Even though
odometer fraud is difficult to detect for the untrained eye, it is not an impossible task. Import a
car from the USA. There are a few advantages to buying a American used car. Check the Service
History of a Car. How important is the service history of a car? CARFAX takes a look at these
questions and explains the importance of the service history of a car, as well as where you can
find the complete history of service records. Make a VIN Search.

